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The undersigned, Michael Gordon, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1. I am the Chief Financial Officer of Defendant Yodle, Inc., and arh making

this Affidavit in support of the Defendants' Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment and in

Opposition to the Plaintiffs' Motion to Compel Discovery. The facts and statements that

I set forth in this Affidavit are based upon my own personal knowledge of the

managernent ,and operations of the Defendant Yodle, and upon my review of Yodle,s

reoords with respect to its arrangements to undertake an Internet advertising campaign for

PlaintifPs business, "Make Divorce Easy."

2. I have been ernployed by Defendant Yodle since May 26,2009 and have

served as its Chief Financial Officer dwing my.entire tenure. As a result, I am

personally familiar with all of its policies and procedures involving its client conhacts

and finaneial arrangements.



3. Yodle is a legitimate business which has been conducting internet

advertising for clients since 2005 and was recently honored by lrrc. 500 Magazine as

being,flie 35th fastest growing private business out of 5,000 ranked businesses, with a

growth of nearly 6,O0Oyo over the past three years. Yodle, a leader in local online

adverlising, has a team of approximat e\y 42|employees, with headquarters in New York

City and with regional offices in Boston, MA; Philadelphia, PA; Charlottesville, VA;

Charlotte, NC; and Scottsdale, AZ.

Yodle utilizes short-term advertising conhacts with its clients, and maintains a

base,of several thousand clients that retain Yodle's advertising services to help increase

their own,,business and customer base. It would not be possible for Yodle to maintain

and to grow its business without building tust and delivering satisfactory results to its

clients,

Yodle could not survive in the long term if it did not generate value for its clients,

and if it subjeeted its clients to a "scam" operation, as Plaintiffclaims it does.

Vodle Did Not Misrepresent Itself to Ptaintiff or
Attempt to Scam IIim

4. When Yodle agrees to rHrdertake an Internet advertising carnpaign for a

client, it reqgires the client to sign a standard Yodle Confract, consisting, of a cover page

which sets forth the length of the Confract and the fees that the client has agreed to pay

Yodle; and, following the cover page, a series of Terms and Conditions, consisting of



separately numbered paragraphs. A copy of thc Contact that the Plaintiff signed on

April 8, 2010 is attached to Mr. Leitch's Affidavit as Exhibit "A".

5. Contrary to Plaintiffs claim that he nevsr authorized Yodle to charge his

credit oard for the monthly payments he agreed to make to Yodle, Paragraph "5" of the

Contract specifi cally states :

Customer will pay Yodle all amounts due rlrder the
Agreement, and Customer hereby authorizes Yodle to
charge the credit card or otherpaynent method provided
.. Amounts due are automatically charged, in advance, and

are not refundable.

6, Furthermore, contrary to Plaintiff s claim that he understood that his $750

monthly Advertising Budget Fee would be totally spent each month, Paragraph 5 of the

Conhact states:

Customer's monthly advertising budget will be used as a
result of clicks, calls or other placement or advertising
services in connection with distribution of Customer,s Ads
through the Yodle Distribution Network . .. Any balance of
Customer's monthly advertisingbudget at the end of the
month, positive or negative, will be rolled over to tho next
month ...

And the first page of the Conhact under "Description of Charges" for the Monthly

Advertising Budget, also, states:

A1l billings are prepaid and automatically billed for the
month & any balance at the end of the month will be
applied to the next month as ,,Roll-Over', (Exh. ,A,).

It is Yodle's policy that, if a Customer's Advertising Budget Account balance

exceeds the monthly Advertising Budget Fee to be paid, Yodle will roll that balance over

to the next month and not charge the Customer a monthly Advertising Budget Fee until



the next billing cycle and only then if the balance in the Customer's Advertising Budget

Account is below the rnonthly Advertising Budget Fee amount.

In PlaintifPs case, the $1,025.70 balance in his Advertising Budget Account at the

end of .Iune exceeded his monthly $750 Monthly Budget Fee; consequently, Yodle rolled

that $1,025,70 balance over into July, and conilary to Plaintiffs effoneous claim, did not

attempt to charge Plaintiff s credit card for the $750 July Advertising Budget Fee.

I am attaching to my Affidavit, as Exhibit "N", a copy of Yodle's records whioh

indioate,'that Yodle atternpted to charge Plaintiffs credit card on June 28, 2010 and,

again, on July 4,201,0 only the $69 July monthly Management Fee, which he had agreed,

under the Contract, to pay during the three month term. Yodle's records confim,

contrary to Ptaintiffls mistaken accusation, that it never attempted to charge Plaintiff the

$750 July Advertising Budget Fee.

7, Contrary to Plaintiffs mistaken claim that Yodle 'locketed" the unused

balanoe of his Advertising Budget Account, I am, also, attaching as Exhibit ..O,, acopy of

Yodle's records which demonshates that Yodle did not '!ocket" the $1,025.70, but

marntained it in Plaintiffs "Make Divorce Easy''yodle account.

Furthermore, it is Yodle's established policy that, if a client's Conhact lawfully

terminates, and there is,still money in the client's Advertising Budget Account, Yodle

will put'the elient into, what it refers to as, "Save Mode." When a client is in Save Mode,

Yodle will continue to advertise for the client for an additional thirty days to spend down
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thebalance in the client's advertising budget, and will not charge the client any additional

Managemerrt or Monthly Budget Fees.

Yodle, however, did not place Plaintiff in Save Mode because Plaintiff did not

have,the right to cancel his Conkact prior to the bnd of his three month commifinent, and

because Yodle was under a Court Order to stop his advertising.

8. As Mr. Leitch states in his Affidavit, Yodle does not promise its clients,

nor did it promise Plaintifl that it will increase Clicks and reduce their Click cost below

what'search engines, like Google AdWords, charge its customers. Unlike Google

AdW.ords, which charges its customers by the Click, Yodle charges its'custorners a fixed

monthly Management Fee and a fixed monthly Advertising Budget Fee.

Unlike some online or newspaper advertising, Yodle does more than passively

display a client's advertisement - Yodle provides a complete and inter-aetive advertising

campaign for the client that focuses on increasing the direct phone calls and email

contacts it generates for its olients. Merely increasing the number of Clicks and reducing

a client's cost per Click, as Mr; Leitch explains in his Affidavit, and as the Plaintiff

acknowledged in his April 8, 2010 telephone conversation with Mr. Leitch, does not

translate directly into more business for the client. PlaintifPs clisappointing experience

with Google Adwords, by his own admission, confirmed that to him (Exh. ,,c,,, p. 5;

Exh. "C-1", 10:00 min.). The Plaintiff also acknowledged in his April 8, 2010 telephone

call that he r:nderstood that the cost per Click increases the higher one's ad:appears on the

searoh results page (Exh. "C", p. 1 4; Exh. "C-l',, 27 :36 min.).



.One of Yodle's goals is to increase the percentage of Clicks that result in an

internet searcher contaeting the client directly, either by telephone or e-mail, after

clicking on a client's ad, and, then, hopefully retaining the client's services. This is what

Ptaintiff was paying Yodle for... not more Clicks at a lower cost per Click.

Yodle does not require clients to sign long term confuacts; consequently, if a

Yodle:,client is not satisfied with the results of Yodle's advertising efforts at the end of

the'initial thee month campaign, the client has the option to terminate

Yodle, however, has a significant financial incentive to produce quality results for

clients: and to distinguish itself from its competitors, so that the clients will continue to

retain Ysdle beyond ttte'initial tluee months. Among other considerations, Yodle makes

a signifi,cant financial invesbnent in establishing the client's campaign and hopes to

recoup'this cost over a longer term customer relationship. If a client wishes to continue

advertising with Yodle after the initial three months, Yodle does not require the client to

sign a new contract; the client simply goes on a month-to-month status. Paragraph 10 of

the Contract states, inparl

. Once the Commitunent Period for a partioular Service
has ended, (a) the term of such Se,lvice will continue month
to month thereafter, and Customer will be billed the
monthly fees on a monthly recurring basis, until the
applicable Service is cancelled ... (Exh. ,,A',, { 10).

Therefore, Yodle cannot afford'to operate in a way that would give its clients,

ineluding Plaintiff, reason to feel they are being cheated.
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9. Mr. Leitch informed Plaintiff that Yodle is a search engine "reseller"

(Leitch Aff., tT 6) meaning that, whereas, someone like Plaintiff could design and run his

own ads on search engines like Google, Yodle will do the same and more. Clients hire

Yodle to create an entire advertising campaign, which includes selecting keywords and

repeatedly reevaluating thern to generate quality Clicks (i.e., Clicks that convert into or

result in the searcher directly calling or e-mailing the client); targeting the advertising

campaign to designated geographical areas to, also, generate quality Clicks; bidding,

including determining the amount to bid, on Clicks to optimally position the client's

advertising on popular Internet search pages, such as Google, Yahoo, Bing (formerly

MSN), AOL and Ask.com to, also, generate qualitv Clicks; and, providing a reliable

tracking system to aliow the client to immediately evaluate the success of the advertising

campaign, the keywords, and customer contacts and give Yodle timely feedback, so that

Yodle can fine tune elements of the campaign to improve the quality of the client's direct

customer contacts.

As Mr. Leitch explained in his Affidavit, and explained to Plaintifl yodle did this

by creating a dynamic mirror image of Plaintiffs website, which appeared when

someone clicked on the ad that was displayed based on the keywords that Yodle selected

(Leitch Aff,, fl 33). Mr. Leitch explained to Plaintiffthat using the mirror website, Yodle

is able to track all of the Clicks, calls, and e-mails that its advertising campaign generates

for the client, and to store that information on the client's Yodle account page, which is

oniy accessible with the client's password (Leitch Aff., !| 33).



Yodle also uses a proprietary software program designed to evaluate the most

cost-effective position for a client's ad to appear on search engtne pages to generate

quality Clicks.

Yodle includes the cost of all of these features in its fees; therefore, Yodle's

services, if measured on a cost per click basis are often higher than what the client would

pay, if he, himself did the advertising. The Plaintiffacknowledged to Mr. Leitch that he

understood this (Leitch Aff., !H 9,29), conhary to his assertion in his Complaint that Mr,

Leitch told him that Yodle would increase his Clicks and lower his cost per Click.

10. Astonishingly, Plaintiff s claim that Yodle's business constitutes a "scam"

is based solely on his objection to Yodle making a profit on its services. This, however,

is no different than when one hires a contractor to remodel a room in his home. The

homeowner, without doubt, could save a significant sum of money if he purchased the

materials and performed the labor himself; however, no one would claim that the

contractor, just because he adds profit and overhead to his cost of materials and labor, is

conducting a scam operation.

Not only do Plaintiff s olaims in this lawsuit ignore the reality of how businesses

operate, and presumably how his own business operates, but his claims conhadict the

terms of the Conkact that he signed and blatantly misrepresent the detailed description

that Mr. Leitch gave him of how Yodle and the Yodle advertising campaign operate.



11. I believe that the recordings of PlaintifPs telephone conversations with

Mr. Leitch demonstrate, beyond any doubt, that Plaintiffs claims against the Defendants

have no legal merit and should be dismissed.

Yodle Has Provided Plaintiff With Reasonable
Responses to All Plaintiffts Legitimate Discovery

Demands

12. In PlaintifPs Motion to Compel, he claims that Defendants have failed to

provide him with adequate responses to his first discovery demands, which were dated

September 13,2010, and that Defendants have, further, improperly failed to respond to

his second discovery demands, which were dated January 9,2011.

On the contrary, where Plaintiff claims in Paragraph '.4', of his Affidavit that

Defendants failed to respond to items 4,5,6, j,12,13,14,16, 18, 1,9,20,23,24,25,27,

28,29,30, 31 and 32 of his first discovery demands, he is simply ignoring and

misrepresenting Defendants' Responses. Defendants responded as completely as they

could, while preserving their objections to the vagueness and overly broad nature of each

of those demands, except items 16, 18, 19 and 20 (see}xh."2" of plaintiffs Motion).

With respect to the latter four items, Plaintiff is improperly seeking Yodle's

proprietary, tr ade s ecret business information.

13. Item 16 asks for Yodle's login information for its private accounts with

various intemet search engines that Yodle does business with. This login information

would allow Plaintiff to access private records of thousands of Yodle clients, as well as

Yodle's private business records maintained with these search engines.
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Similarly, Items 18, 19 and20 seek proprietary elements of the cost of Yodle's

doing business. Mr. Leitch's Affidavit and the recordings of his conversations with

Plaintiff clearly demonstrate that he explained to Plaintiff, and that Plaintiff clearly

understood that Plaintiff would be paying Yodle more than he had been paying Google

AdWords for Clicks because he was hiring Yodle to do more. Yodle's clients do not pay

Yodle on a per Click basis, as Google AdWords clients do - they pay Yodle for the

overall advertising campaign and results Yodle hopes to generate. Plaintiff was well

aware that he was not paylng Yodle by the Click; consequently, his attempt to discover

Yodle's cost per Click or how much Yodle marks up each Click is irrelevant. Plaintiff is

simply using the Click cost as a red herring to divert focus from his default in refusing to

honor his three month commitment to Yodle.

1,4. Furthermore, as Mr. Rivchin points out in his AfErmation, instead of

responding to Defendants' Intenogatories in a forthright and meaningful way to clarify

the liability and damages issues which he so vaguely alleged in his Complaint, Plaintiff

merely served a second set of discovery demands, Those demands, simply, persisted in

seeking information that seuningly had no relevance to Plaintiffs perceived claims and

continued to seek disclosure of Yodlels proprietary, trade secret business information.

Both Plaintiff s first and second set of discovery demands amount to nothing more than a

fishing expedition.
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15. Clearly, Plaintiffs Discovery Demands are part of his scheme to harass

Yodle and to coerce Yodle into buying Plaintiff off by seeking answers to questions that

are irrelevant to, what amounts to, a dispute over $1,638.

16. Yodle collected from Plaintiff a total of $1,638 for the three month

advertising campaign he hired Yodle to design and undertake for his business. He

agreed, however, to pay Yodle a total of $2,457, consisting of monthly Management Fees

and Advertising Budget Fees, but defauited by attempting to cancel his Contract only a

week into the advertising campaigr md, by refusing to pay Yodle the $819 balance that

he agreed to pay.

17, Instead of honoring his financial obligations to Yodle, he concocted a

htany of false accusations and initiated this lawsuit against the Defendants, seeking to

recover $900,000, olus treble damages and punitive damages - all allegedly arising out of

a$2,457 advertising contract that he breached!

18. Even though Plaintiff did not give Yodle a fair opportunity to demonstrate

that it could generate favorable results for him (which, in fact, Yodle did, despite

Plaintiffs failure to provide constructive feedback), in an effort to resolve what yodle

believes to be a shakedown claim, Michael Deluca, on behalf of yodle, contacted

Plaintiff shortly after he began this lawsuit and offered to fully refund his money and

reimburse him for his expenses in bringing the lawsuit:

Mr. Del-uca: I, you know, other than refunding everything
that you have spent and giving you whatever finaudible] it
took you to put this together and file it or whatever, I'm not
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going to be able to do anything more than that (Exhibit "I",
Attachment #1, Transcript #2, p, 5).

Instead, Plaintiff threatened Mr. Deluca that, if Yodle did not come up with a

better settlement offer, he would force thern to spend even more money on his lawsuit:

Mr.Collins: I don't like dealing with this type of stuff, but I
deal with it. Now, if you want to make an offer to settle this
thing that's fair and reasonable, fine. If not, that's fine, too.
I don't care. A11 I know is you're collecting money. If I
got money in the account, then why do you need more
money? You said it's a holdover [sic - rollover]. You also
tried to attach [sic] my account again. It's fraud as far as
I'm concerned.

Defend it then in court unless you want to settle and come
up with a reasonable answer. "This will give you back
your money." Screw it, it's not gonna work. I offered
three times. You guys - your buddy Brad, he got sarcastic.
I don't like people being sarcastic.

Mr. Del-uca: No, neither do I.

Mr. Collins: So guess what? Now you guys are in deeper
trouble because of him. Whatever you want to do about it,
that's fine with me. If you want to make an offer, fine. If
you don't, that's fine, too. It's that simple. Think about
how much you're looking to spend (Exhibit,,p',
Attachment #1, Trans cipt 112, pp. 3-4).

19. Plaintiff refused that offer, and when Defendants retained Mr. Rivchin, he,

too, contacted Plaintiff and offered to fully refund Plaintiff the money he had paid Yodle,

and, again, Plaintiff refused, insisting that the amount was not "reasonable," that he

wanted more (Rivchin Afrn., J[7). Plaintiff would not tell our attorney how much money

he wanted to settle the lawsuit. lnstead, he simply told Mr. Rivchin that yodle would be

payrng a lot more in legal fees than the money it was offering him (fuvchin Afrn. tf 9).
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20, Much to Yodle's

attorney a letter demanding in

provisos, a tump sum PaYment

astonishment, on February t2,201'7, Plaintiff sent our

exchange for withdrawing his lawsuit, among other

of $5,000,000.00, php an anrual lifetime annuity of

$78,000.00 (Rivchin Afin., fl J/J,
Zl, Undoubtedly, Plaintiffs "demand" is as far from reality as the allegations

in his Complaint are from the bruth.

plaintifPs ,,demand" and the falsrty of the claims in his Complaint speak volumes

as to his real motivation for this lawsuit and the true purpose of his discovery demands.

22. Based upon the foregoing, I respeotfully request that the Corirt grant the

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment dismissing PlainiifPs Complaint, grant

Defendants attorneys' fees and sanctions from and against Plaintiff' and dismiss

PlaintifPs Motion to Compel Discovery.

to before me this
y of March,207l.
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Notary Public, State of New York
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